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Abstract–Dynamic cerebral perfusion computed tomography
(PCT) imaging shows its potential in acute stroke diagnosis by
visualizing and quantifying hemodynamic information of
cerebral tissue and vessels. However, high radiation dose imposed
on patients during dynamic PCT scanning has aroused growing
concerns. To address this issue, we proposed a spatio-temporal
constrained adaptive sinogram restoration (ST-ASR) method to
improve the quality of dynamic cerebral perfusion CT imaging
with low-dose protocol. The proposed ST-ASR method explores
the spatio-temporal correlation in dynamic cerebral PCT
projections to develop a new spatio-temporal prior model for
sinogram restoration, and conducts an adaptive sinogram
weighting according to the noise variance of sinogram data.
Experimental results with clinical patient data demonstrate that
the proposed ST-ASR method can achieve noticeable
improvements over existing adaptive sinogram restoration
method in terms of noise reduction and quantitative evaluations
for low-dose dynamic cerebral PCT imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION
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hemodynamic information of tissue and vessels throughout the
brain, which is typically displayed in perfusion maps, such as
cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV), and
mean-transmit time (MTT) maps[1]. However, due to multiple
three-dimensional image volume acquisitions protocol,
dynamic cerebral PCT scanning imposes high radiation dose
on the patients with growing concerns[2]. Minimizing the
radiation dose in dynamic cerebral PCT imaging is a useful
and interesting topic with ongoing research activities[3-5].
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To reduce the radiation dose in dynamic cerebral PCT
imaging, lowering milliampere-second (mAs) during scanning
is a simple way to conduct in clinic. However, the associated
dynamic cerebral PCT images reconstructed from the lowmAs projection data by standard filtered back-projection (FBP)
reconstruction method would be degraded by unavoidable
noise-induced artifacts and would also influence the perfusion
maps calculation accuracy. To address this issue, lots of lowdose dynamic cerebral PCT imaging methods have been
developed[3-6], including image-based denoising methods[6],
image-based deconvolution methods[4,5] and statistical iterative
reconstruction (SIR) methods[3]. However, the distribution of
noise in dynamic cerebral PCT images reconstructed by FBP
method is non-uniform, which makes it a great challenge for
image-based methods to fully take the noise properties into
account. By modelling the measured projection data statistics
properties and imaging geometry, the SIR methods could
achieve a good performance for low-dose dynamic cerebral
PCT imaging in an iterative scheme with complicated
algorithm solving and heavy computational load.
In this work, we focus on an alternative way to improve the
quality of dynamic cerebral PCT images via sinogram
restoration by considering the measured projection data
statistics properties. Similar with image-based methods and
SIR methods, the spatio-temporal information within the
dynamic cerebral PCT data is useful to improve the image
quality. By exploring the spatio-temporal correlation in
dynamic cerebral PCT projections, we proposed a spatiotemporal constrained adaptive sinogram restoration (ST-ASR)
method for low-dose dynamic cerebral PCT imaging.
II. METHODS
A. Dynamic cerebral PCT sinogram restoration
Based on the noise model of low-dose CT sinogram
developed in our previous work[7,8], the penalized weighted
least-square (PWLS) cost function for low-dose dynamic
cerebral PCT sinogram restoration can be expressed as:

Φ( P) = (Y − P)T  −1 (Y − P ) + β R ( P ) ,

(1)

where Y = { yt，t = 1, 2, , M } and P = { pt，t = 1, 2, , M }
denote the measured and to-be-estimated dynamic PCT
sinogram data wherein t is the index of time frame and M is
the total number of dynamic frames, R( P ) is the
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regularization term, β is a smoothing parameter, and  is
diagonal weight matrix with the elements of the sinogram
variance σ i2,t determined by the following mean-variance
relationship:

σ i2,t =



1
1
exp( pi ,t ) 1 +
exp( pi ,t )(σ e2 − 1.25)  ,
Ii 0
 Ii 0


yˆi ,t = wi ,t ⋅ yi ,t + (1 − wi ,t ) ⋅ pi ,t ,

where yˆ i ,t

(2)

(7)
1, σ i2,t ≤ δ
wherein wi ,t = 
2
0, σ i ,t > δ
is final weighted sinogram data for the following

FBP reconstruction, and the threshold value δ is determined
by the noise level.

where I i 0 denotes the incident x-ray intensity along ith

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

projection path, pi ,t is the sample mean of sinogram data yi ,t

To validate and evaluate the performance of the proposed
ST-ASR method in dynamic cerebral PCT imaging, a set of
clinical cerebral PCT data was used. The patient PCT data
were acquired by normal-dose scan with the protocol as
follow: 200 mA, 80 kVp, slice thickness of 5.0 mm, 1 s per
rotation for duration of 40 s. To obtain the low-dose PCT data,
we simulated the low-dose cerebral PCT sinogram data using
the simulation method[9]. The CTDIvol for the simulated lowdose PCT data is about one-fifth of that for normal-dose PCT
scan. To validate and evaluate the performance of ST-ASR
method, ASR method using in the work[8] was also conducted
for comparison.

along ith projection path at time frame t, and σ e2 is the
background electronic noise variance. In this work, the sample
mean pi ,t is calculated by neighborhood averaging with a 3×
3 window, and the parameters I i 0 and σ e2 can be measured
through the standard routine calibration operation in modern
CT systems[7].
B. Spatio-temporal
restoration (ST-ASR)

constrained

adaptive

sinogram

Considering the spatio-temporal correlation in dynamic
cerebral PCT projections, we developed a spatio-temporal
prior model for PWLS-based sinogram restoration to constrain
the solution of the PWLS cost function. The spatio-temporal
prior model is expressed as follow:
R ( P ) =   w(i, j )( pi ,t − p j ,t ) 2
t

i

(3)

j∈ N i

where N i is the neighborhood centered with pixel position i,
and w(i, j ) is the weight describing the interaction degree
between the sinogram data pi ,t and p j ,t , which is calculated

(a) Normal-dose FBP

(b) Low-dose FBP

(c) Low-dose ASR

(d) Low-dose ST-ASR

as:
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(4)

wherein parameters σ s2 and σ t2 control the spatial
neighborhood and temporal dynamic correlation, respectively,
T (i ) = { yi ,t , t = 1, 2, , M } represents the dynamic time
intensity curve of PCT sinogram data at pixel position i, the
normalizing factor Z (i ) is calculated as:
Z (i ) =

 (i − j ) 2 
 T (i ) - T ( j )
exp  −
exp −

2 
2σ t2
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(5)

Thus, the cost function of the proposed spatio-temporal
constrained sinogram restoration is written as follow:
Φ ( P) = (Y − P)T  −1 (Y − P)
(6)
+β
w(i, j )( p − p ) 2

 
t

i

i ,t

Fig.1 The dynamic cerebral PCT images at 15th frame reconstructed by
different methods

j ,t

j∈N i

After sinogram restoration, an adaptive sinogram weighting
is conducted same as the work[8] to avoid possible
resolution loss, which is written as:

Figure 1 shows the reconstructed dynamic cerebral PCT image
at 15th frame. Comparing with the FBP reconstructed image
from normal-dose sinogram data, the FBP reconstructed image
from low-dose sinogram data without sinogram restoration is
corrupted by serious noise and artifacts, while the
reconstructed images by ASR and ST-ASR methods show
noticeable gains in the suppression of noise and artifacts.
Comparing the results of two sinogram restoration method,
ST-ASR method achieves better performance in noise
reduction than ASR method.

Fig.2 The CBF, CBV and MTT maps calculated from dynamic cerebral PCT images reconstructed by different methods.

To further evaluate the quantitative accuracy of hemodynamic
parameter maps, figure 2 illustrates the CBF, CBV and MTT
maps calculated from cerebral PCT images reconstructed by
different methods. It also can be observed that the
hemodynamic maps calculated from ST-ASR match better
with normal-dose ones than those from FBP and ASR.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a spatio-temporal constrained
adaptive sinogram restoration method for low-dose dynamic
cerebral PCT imaging by exploring the spatio-temporal
correlation within dynamic cerebral PCT projections. The
preliminary results show that the present ST-ASR method can
achieve better hemodynamic maps than other existing methods
in comparison with normal-dose ones.
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